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Hosting COURSES 
This document should provide some basic information regarding the requirements and logistics 
associated with hosting Triple I Solutions courses.   

If you have any questions, please contact is by visiting our website at https://
www.MyLETraining.com and sending us a message through the “Contact Us” tab. 

TUITION BASED COURSES: 

Location Requirements: 

- Seating for at least 50 students for any 1, 2, or 3-Day classes (80 for Canadian Classes) in a 
classroom format with tables and chairs 

- Be equipped with surround sound system and high quality speakers with 1/8 headphone jack 
connection 

- Be equipped with an HD (or equivalent) visual equipment (Projector/Screen) at least 100 
inches 

- Facility provided at no cost to Triple I Solutions 

Attendance Requirements: 

- Minimum of 30 paid registrations for each 1, 2 & 3 Day classes (50 for Canadian Courses).  
Paid registrations shall include all host and outside agency attendees combined.  Does not 
include the host’s complementary seats.   

- Cost Per Student for Tuition Based Class  
- 1, 2, or 3-Day Smugglers, Inc.® 2.0 Class - $250-$450 depending on location 
- 1-Day Decoding Cover Alibis™ Class - $250 
- 1-Day Evading Honesty® 2.0 Class - $250  

- Host Agency receives the following upon meeting minimum registration requirement listed 
above: 
- Agency receives 4 free seats for hosting 

Triple I Solutions Will Provide: 

- Collection of all registrations and payments through the Triple I Solutions Website 
- Provides the training at the location all inclusive of travel, lodging and meals 
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CONTRACT PAID COURSES**: 
(See Funding Sources Below) 

Location Requirements: 

- Seat at least 100 students in classroom format with tables and chairs 
- Be equipped with surround sound system and high quality speakers 
- Be equipped with an HD (or equivalent) visual equipment (Projector/Screen) 
- Facility provided at no cost to Triple I Solutions 
- Host agrees to print the course handouts and evaluations for the course 

Attendance Requirements: 

- Contract courses are limited to 100 seats for each event.  

Triple I Solutions Will Provide: 

- Processes registrations through Triple I Solutions Website 
     (for contracted courses) 
- Provides the training lecture at the location, all inclusive of travel, lodging and meals 

FUNDING SOURCES: 

- Agency pays for the entire course at a special discount rate and makes the class free for their 
officers or collect their own tuition per person from outside agencies 

- Local Councils Of Government, HIDTAs, DEA, US DHS, State Homeland Security, DAs, US 
Attorney’s Offices, etc. for possibility of funding the class. 

Continuing Education State Certifications: 

- The course syllabus, outline and instructor biography will be provide to the host agency to 
assist in obtaining POST/Continuing Education Certification/Approval Hours from the 
respective state’s certifying entity.  Due to the proprietary nature of the actual course material 
and the trademark and copyright protections, Triple I Solutions WILL NOT disclose the entire 
training program to any certifying agency.  Triple I Solutions can provide a letter to the 
respective certifying entity indicating the protection of the intellectual property and its US 
Office of Patent and Trademark Serial Numbers for verification. 

** For a price quote on a contract course, where agency will pay for the entire course at once, please contact us and request a 
quote by visiting the “Contact Us” tab of the Triple I Solutions website at https://www.MyLETraining.com
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